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Introduction

Social Media eg Twitter, Blogs, Forums, FaceBook, Google Buzz has exploded over the last few years.
FaceBook is now the most visited site in the US, overtaking Google in the first quarter of 2010. These
sites contain the aggregated beliefs and opinions of millions of people on an epic range of topics, in a
multitude of languages.

Social Media presents many challenges and opportunities to the ACL community, with this workshop
being the first of its kind at a computational linguistics venue. Accepted papers range from
story detection and tracking to discourse, applied across new and old media including company
announcements, news, forums, blogs and micro-blogs. A notable aspect is the predominance of Twitter
as a Social Media resource.

We experimented with a new kind of workshop based on a philosophy that ACL workshops should serve
a different purpose than the main conference. To encourage submission of new ideas, we restricted
papers to just two sides. And, to create a fast-paced and highly interactive workshop, each accepted
paper was allotted a short talk and a poster.

Our invited talks touch upon various aspects of Social Media; distilling collective beliefs and making
them concrete (Noah Smith); new technologies (Casey Whitelaw); the relationships between old and
new media (Jochen Leidner). They give a balance between industry and academia and highlight the
relationships between Human Language Technologies and Social Media.

We are grateful to Google Research for sponsoring the workshop. We used part of the sponsorship to
award a prize to the best presentation (be it poster or short talk). This is a conscious decision to reward
people for putting effort into communicating their ideas. At the time of writing this preface we have
not made the award. But by the time you are reading this, it may well be you!
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The “Nays” Have It: Exploring Effects of Sentiment in Collaborative
Knowledge Sharing

Ablimit Aji , Eugene Agichtein
Mathematics & Computer Science Department

Emory University
{aaji,eugene}@mathcs.emory.edu

Abstract

In this paper we study what effects sentiment
have on the temporal dynamics of user inter-
action and content generation in a knowledge
sharing setting. We try to identify how senti-
ment influences interaction dynamics in terms
of answer arrival, user ratings arrival, commu-
nity agreement and content popularity. Our
study suggests that “Negativity Bias” triggers
more community attention and consequently
more content contribution. Our findings pro-
vide insight into how users interact in online
knowledge sharing communities, and helpful
for improving existing systems.

1 Introduction

Recently, Collaborative Knowledge Sharing sites( or
CQA sites), such as Naver and Yahoo! Answers
have exploded in popularity. Already, for many in-
formation needs, these sites are becoming valuable
alternatives to search engines. Previous studies iden-
tified visibility as an important factor for content
popularity and developed models in static settings.
However, when users post social media content, they
might either explicitly or implicitly express their
personal attitudes or sentiment. The following ex-
ample illustrates a question with negative sentiment.

Q :Obama keeps saying we need to sacrifice.
What sacrifices has he and the gov made collec-
tively and individually?
A1: Our hard earned tax dollars. 17 ↑, 2 ↓
A2: None and they never will. 18 ↑, 2 ↓

Psychological studies (Smith et al., 2008) suggest
that our brain has “Negativity Bias” - that is, people
automatically devote more attention to negative in-
formation than to positive information. Thus, our
attitudes may be more heavily influenced by nega-
tive opinions. Our hypothesis is that this kind of hu-
man cognitive bias would have measurable effects
on how users respond to information need in CQA

communities. Our goal in this paper is to under-
stand how question sentiment influence the dynam-
ics of the user interactions in CQA - that is, to un-
derstand how users respond to questions of different
sentiment, how question sentiment affects commu-
nity agreement on best answer and question popu-
larity.

2 Sentiment Influence
While (Aji et al., 2010) suggests that question cat-
egory has a patent influence on interaction dynam-
ics, we mainly focus on sentiment in this exploratory
study, for the reason that sentiment is a high level
but prominent facet in every piece of content. We
focused on how may sentiment effect the following
dimensions:
• Answer Arrival: Measured as number of an-

swers arrived every minute.
• Vote Arrival: Measured as number of votes ar-

rived per answer.
• Community Agreement: Mean Reciprocal Rank

(MRR), computed by ranking the answers in or-
der of decreasing “Thumbs up” ratings, and iden-
tifying the rank of the actual “best” answer, as se-
lected by the asker.

MRR =
1

|Q|

N∑
i=1

1

ranki
(1)

where ranki is the rank of the best answer among
the answers submitted for question i.

• Answer Length, Question Length: We examine
whether questions with different sentiment exhibit
variations in question and answer length.

• Interest “Stars”: How many users marked ques-
tion as interesting.

3 Dataset Description
For our study we tracked a total of approximately
10,000 questions, sampled from 20 categories from
Yahoo! Answers. Specifically, each new question in
our tracking list crawled every five minutes until it’s
closed. As a result, we obtained approximately 22
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million question-answer-feedback snapshots in to-
tal. Since labeling all the questions would be ex-
pensive, we randomly selected 2000 questions from
this dataset for human labeling. We then utilized the
Amazon Mechanical Turk Service1. Five workers
labeled each question as either positive, negative or
neutral; the ratings were filtered by using majority
opinion (at least 3 out of 5 labels). Overall statistics
of this dataset are reported in Table 1. The overall
inter-rater agreement was 65%.

Positive Negative Neutral Total
379 173 548 1,100

Table 1: Statistics of the Temporal dataset
.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 reports answer arrival dynamics for ques-
tion with varying sentiment. Answers to negative
questions arrive substantially faster than answers to
positive or neutral questions, whereas the difference
between positive and neutral questions are minor.
This strongly confirms the “Negative Bias” effect.
Given the fact that questions stay in the category
front page relatively same amount of time where
their visibility contributes potential answers, on av-
erage, negative sentiment questions managed to get
more answers than two other types of questions (4.3
vs. 3.3 and 3.5). It seems, sentiment expressed in a
question contributes to the answer arrival more than
visibility.
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Figure 1: Cumulative answer arrival
Figure 2 reports rating arrival dynamics. Interest-

ingly, positive ratings arrive much faster to negative
questions, whereas positive and negative ratings ar-
rive roughly at the same rate for positive and neutral
questions. While this might be partially due to the
fact that negative sentiment questions are more “at-
tention grabbing” than other types of questions, we
conjecture that this effect is caused by the selection
bias of the raters participating in negative question
threads, who tend to support answers that strongly

1http://www.mturk.com
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Figure 2: Cumulative user ratings arrival

agree (or strongly disagree) with the question asker.
Surprisingly, community agreement(MRR) on the

Type MRR QLength ALength Stars
Negative 0.47 78 49 0.25
Positive 0.56 58 52 0.16
Neutral 0.57 52 47 0.15

Table 2: Agreement, Question length, Answer Length
and Star count averaged over question type

best answer is lower for negative sentiment ques-
tions. On average, negative sentiment questions
were marked as interesting more than positive or
neutral questions were marked as interesting. Al-
though this may sound counterintuitive, it is not sur-
prising if we recall how the “Negative Bias” influ-
ences user behavior and may increase implicit “visi-
bility”. All the above mentioned differences are sta-
tistically significant(t-test p = 0.05).

In summary, our preliminary exploration indi-
cates that sentiment may have a powerful effect on
the content contribution dynamics in collaborative
question answering, and is a promising direction for
further study of knowledge sharing communities.
Acknowledgments
We thank HP Social Computing Labs for support.
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Abstract 

Article terms can move stock prices.  By ana-
lyzing verbs in financial news articles and 
coupling their usage with a discrete machine 
learning algorithm tied to stock price move-
ment, we can build a model of price move-
ment based upon the verbs used, to not only 
identify those terms that can move a stock 
price the most, but also whether they move the 
predicted price up or down. 

1 Introduction 

Predicting market movements is a difficult prob-
lem that deals mostly with trying to model human 
behavior.  However, with the advent of quantita-
tive trading systems its now easier to dissect their 
trading decisions.  These systems are nearly instan-
taneous in their ability to make trades, but their 
Achilles heel is a reliance on human counterparts 
to translate relevant news into numeric data.  This 
introduces a serious lag-time in trading decisions. 

2 Literature Review  

Information is fed into the market all the time.  
While some information sources can move a stock 
price, e.g., rumors and scandals; financial news 
articles are considered more stable and a form of 
its own commodity (Mowshowitz, 1992).   

The first challenge of a textual financial predic-
tion system is to manage the large amounts of tex-

tual information that exist for securities such as 
periodic SEC filings, press releases and financial 
news articles.  These textual documents can then 
be parsed using Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) techniques to identify specific article terms 
most likely to cause share price changes.  By au-
tomating this process, machines can take advan-
tage of arbitrage opportunities faster than human 
counterparts by repeatedly forecasting price fluctu-
ations and executing immediate trades. 

Once financial news articles have been gathered, 
we need to represent their important features in 
machine-friendly form.  We chose to implement a 
verb representation scheme which was found to be 
most predictive for financial news articles. 

Assigning a representational mechanism is not 
sufficient to address scalability issues associated 
with large datasets.  A common solution is to in-
troduce a term frequency threshold (Joachims, 
1998).  This technique not only eliminates noise 
from lesser used terms, but also reduces the num-
ber of features to represent.  Once scalability issues 
have been addressed, the data needs to be prepared 
in a more machine-friendly manner.  One popular 
method is to represent article terms in binary where 
the term is either present or not in a given article.  
This solution leads to large but sparse matrices 
where the number of represented terms throughout 
the dataset will greatly outnumber the terms used 
in an individual article. 

Once financial news articles have been 
represented, learning algorithms can then begin to 
identify patterns of predictable behavior.  One ac-
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cepted method, Support Vector Regression (SVR), 
is a regression equivalent of Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) but without the aspect of classifica-
tion.  This method is also well-suited to handling 
textual input as binary representations and has 
been used in similar financial news studies (Schu-
maker & Chen, 2006; Tay & Cao, 2001). 

3 System Design 

To analyze our data, we constructed the AZFin-
Text system.  The numeric component gathers 
price data in one minute increments from a stock 
price database.  The textual piece gathers financial 
news articles from Yahoo! Finance and represents 
them by their verbs.   

For the machine learning algorithm we chose to 
implement the SVR Sequential Minimal Optimiza-
tion function through Weka.  This function allows 
discrete numeric prediction instead of classifica-
tion.  We selected a linear kernel and ten-fold 
cross-validation. 

4 Experimental Design 

For the experiment, we selected a consecutive five 
week period of time to serve as our experimental 
baseline.  This period of research from Oct. 26, 
2005 to Nov. 28, 2005 was selected because it did 
not have unusual market conditions and was a 
good testbed for our evaluation.  We further li-
mited our scope of activity to only those compa-
nies listed in the S&P 500 as of Oct. 3, 2005.  
Articles gathered during this period were restricted 
to occur between the hours of 10:30am and 
3:40pm.  A further constraint to reduce the effects 
of confounding variables was introduced where 
two articles on the same company cannot exist 
within twenty minutes of each other or both will be 
discarded.  The above processes filtered the 9,211 
candidate news articles gathered during this period 
to 2,802, and 10,259,042 stock quotations.   

The first task is to extract financial news ar-
ticles.  The entire corpus of financial news articles 
are represented by their verbs in binary.  If a par-
ticular verb is present in the article, that feature is 
given a 1, else a 0 and then stored in the database.  
To build a model, we first pair together the repre-
sentational verb and stock quotation at the time the 
article was released, for each financial news ar-
ticle.  This data is then passed to the SVR algo-

rithm where a multi-dimensional price prediction 
model is constructed.  This weighted model can 
then be dissected to determine the most relevant 
factors that can influence price movement. 

5 Results and Discussion  

From the trained AZFinText system, it was unsur-
prising that a majority of weight was placed on the 
stock price at the time the article was released and 
is consistent with prior observation where the ar-
ticle terms were found to be important and were 
used to fine-tune price prediction.  Of the verbs, 
211 were used by the system as support vectors.  
An abbreviated multi-dimensional price prediction 
model is as follows.  The constants represent the 
weight given by the SVR algorithm and the verbs 
are binary, representing their existence within the 
financial news article. 

0.9997Intial_Price + 0.0045planted + 
0.004announcing + 0.003front + 
0.0029smaller + 0.0028crude – 0.0029hereto – 
0.002comparable – 0.0018charge – 
0.0015summit – 0.0015green 

 
The five verbs with highest negative impact on 

stock price are hereto, comparable, charge, summit 
and green.  If the verb hereto were to appear in a 
financial article, AZFinText would discount the 
price by $0.0029.  While this movement may not 
appear to be much, the continued usage of negative 
verbs is additive. 

The five verbs with the highest positive impact 
on stock prices are planted, announcing, front, 
smaller and crude. 
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Abstract

Social Network Service (SNS) and personal
blogs have become the most popular platform
for online communication and sharing infor-
mation. However because most modern com-
puter keyboards are Latin-based, Asian lan-
guage speakers (such as Chinese) has to rely
on a input system which accepts Romanisation
of the characters and convert them into charac-
ters or words in that language. In Chinese this
form of Romanisation (usually called Pinyin)
is highly ambiguous, word misuses often oc-
cur because the user choose a wrong candi-
date or deliverately substitute the word with
another character string that has the identical
Romanisation to convey certain semantics, or
to achieve a sarcasm effect. In this paper we
aim to develop a system that can automati-
cally identify such word misuse, and suggest
the correct word to be used.

1 Introduction

A certain kind of derogatory opinion is being con-
veyed in Chinese chat forums and SNS sites through
the use of Chinese Hanzi (hieroglyphic) characters.
There is potential for this to happen whenever two
expressions are pronounced in a similar way in Chi-
nese. For exmaple, irate readers have used “妓者”
(”Ji Zhe”) for “记者” (”Ji Zhe”). While “记者”
means reporter or journalist, “妓者” can be inter-
preted as prostitute.

There are 5000 commonly used characters. While
the number of distinct Pinyin (toneless) is only 412.
Therefore Pinyin to character conversion is highly
ambigurous and is a active research topic (Zhou
et al., 2007), (Lin and Zhang, 2008), (Chen and
Lee, 2000). On the other hand, automatic Pinyin
generation is considered a solved task, (Liu and

Guthrie, 2009) shows that using the most frequent
Pinyin approach to assign Pinyin to each character
can achieve 98% accuracy. In fact, we test on the Gi-
gaword Chinese (Verson 2) corpus and find out that
only about 15% of the characters have ambigurous
Pinyin.

2 Automatically Detecting Word Misuse

We divided the detection process into three steps as
below:

• Segmentation: Given a piece of Chinese text,
we first feed it into an automatic word seg-
menter (Zhang et al., 2003) to break the text
into semantic units. Because we consider only
multiple-character anomaly cases, anomalies
can only be contained within sequences of sin-
gle characters.

• Character sequence extraction: After segmen-
tation, we are interested in sequences of sin-
gle characters, because anomalies will occur
only within those sequences. Once we obtain
these sequences, we generate all possible sub-
strings for each sequence because any anoma-
lous words can be part of a character sequence.

• Detection: We assume the anomaly shares
many phonetic similarities with the ”true”
word. As a result we need a method for
comparing pronunciations of two character se-
quences. Here we use the Pinyin to represent
phonetics of a Chinese character, and we de-
fine two pronunciations to be similar when they
both have identical Pinyin (not including the
tone). We use character-to-pinyin conversion
tool1 to create a Pinyin-to-Word hash table us-
ing the machine-segmented Chinese Gigaword

1http://pinyin4j.sourceforge.net/
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ver. 2. Once we have the resources, we first
produce all possible Pinyin sequences of each
character sequence.Next we do a Pinyin-word
look up in the hash table we created; if there
exists any entries, we know that the Pinyin se-
quence maps to one or more ‘real’ words. Con-
sequently, we consider any character sequences
whose Pinyin maps to these words to be possi-
ble anomalies.

3 Data and Experiments

We have conducted preliminary experiments to test
our algorithm. To start with, we manually gath-
ered a small number of documents which contain
anomalous phrases of the type described above. The
documents are gathered from internet chat-rooms
and contain 3,797 Chinese characters: the anoma-
lies herein are shown in table 1.

Intended Misused Pinyin Freq
word character seq.
美国 霉国 Mei guo 43

(The U.S.)
教授 叫兽 Jiao shou 23

(Professor)
偶像 呕像or呕象 Ou xiang 12

(Role model)

Table 1: Testing document

3.1 Results and Discussions
We evaluate our identification/correction perfor-
mance using standard measures of standard preci-
sion and recall. We tested our performance using
bigram thresholds of 0, 1 and 2.

Table 2 shows the performances of our method.

No. of misused chararcter sequence 78
Total identified 130

Correctly identified 78
Precision 60%

Recall 100%
F-measure 75%

Table 2: Result for word misuse identification

The initial experiments showed that our method
can successfully identify and correct the three ex-

amples of non-word anomalies with reasonable pre-
cision and recall. The method obtains 100% recall
however it generates a lot of false positives; this can
be seen in a relatively low precision of 60%.

In summary, our method is successful at iden-
tifying genuine anomalous non-word character se-
quences; however the method also retrieves some
false positives, due to the highly ambiguous Pinyin
to word mappings.

4 Future Work

Our experiments shows that our preliminary method
can detect word misuses due to the Pinyin sequence
being idential but with a relatively high false posi-
tives. In the future we plan to use other contextual
evidence, such as pointwise mutual information to
model whether the candidate sequence generated by
our method is a better fit than the original sequence.
We also plan to gather more real data that contain
misuse of our interests.
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Abstract

In  this  paper  we  propose  the  IR-LM
(Information  Retrieval  Language  Model)
which is an approach to carrying out language
modeling  based  on  large  volumes  of
constantly  changing  data  as  is  the  case  of
social  media  data.  Our  approach  addresses
specific  characteristics  of  social  data:   large
volume of constantly generated content as well
as  the  need  to  frequently  integrating  and
removing data from the model. 

1 Introduction

We  describe  the  Information  Retrieval
Language  Model  (IR-LM)  which  is  a  novel
approach  to  language  modeling  motivated  by
domains with constantly changing large volumes
of  linguistic  data.  Our  approach  is  based  on
information  retrieval  methods  and  constitutes  a
departure  from  the  traditional  statistical  n-gram
language modeling (SLM) approach. We believe
the IR-LM is more adequate than SLM when: (a)
language models  need  to  be  updated  constantly,
(b) very large volumes of data are constantly being
generated and (c) it is possible and likely that the
sentence we are trying to score has been observed
in the data (albeit with small possible variations).
These three characteristics  are inherent  of  social
domains such as blogging and micro-blogging.

2 N-gram SLM and IR-LM 

Statistical  language  models  are  widely  used  in
main computational  linguistics  tasks  to  compute

the probability of a string of words: )...( 1 iwwp
To  facilitate  its  computation,  this  probability  is
expressed as:

)...|(...)|()()...( 111211  iii wwwPwwPwPwwp
Assuming  that  only  the  most  immediate  word
history affects the probability of any given word,
and focusing on a trigram language model:

)|()...|( 1211   iiiii wwwPwwwP
This leads to:





ik

kkki wwwpwwP
..1

211 )|()...(

Language  models  are  typically  applied  in  ASR,
MT and other tasks in which multiple hypotheses
need to be rescored according to their  likelihood
(i.e.,  ranked). In a  smoothed backoff SLM (e.g.,
Goodman (2001)), all the n-grams up to order n are
computed and smoothed and backoff probabilities
are  calculated.  If  new  data  is  introduced  or
removed from the  corpus,  the  whole  model,  the
counts and weights would need to be recalculated.
Levenberg  and  Osborne  (2009)  proposed  an
approach for incorporating new data as it is seen in
the stream. Language models have been used to
support  IR  as  a  method  to  extend  queries
(Lavrenko  et al. 2001); in this paper we focus on
using IR to carry out  language modeling.

2.1 The IR Language Model

The IR-LM approach consists of two steps: the
first is the identification of a set of matches from a
corpus given a query sentence, and second is the
estimation of a likelihood-like value for the query. 

In the first step, given a corpus  C and a query
sentence  S, we  identify  the  k-closest  matching
sentences  in  the  corpus  through  an  information
retrieval  approach.  We  propose  the  use  of  a
modified String Edit Distance as score in the IR
process. To efficiently carry out the search of the
closest sentences in the corpus we propose the use
of  an  inverted  index  with  word  position
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information  and  a  stack  based  search  approach
described in Huerta (2010). A modification of the
SED  allows  queries  to  match  portions  of  long
sentences  (considering  local  insertion  deletions
and substitutions) without penalizing for  missing
the non-local portion of the matching sentence.

In the second step, in general, we would like to
compute  a  likelihood-like  value  of  S through  a
function  of  the  distances  (or  alternatively,
similarity  scores)  of  the  query  S to  the  top  k-
hypotheses.  However, for now we will focus on
the  more particular  problem of  ranking multiple
sentences  in  order  of  matching  scores,  which,
while not directly producing likelihood estimates it
will  allow  us  to  implement  n-best  rescoring.
Specifically, our ranking is based on the level of
matching between each sentence to be ranked and
its best matching hypothesis in the corpus.  In this
case,  integrating  and  removing  data  from  the
model  simply  involve  adding  to  or  pruning  the
index which generally are simpler than n-gram re-
estimation.

There  is  an  important  fundamental  difference
between the classic n-gram SLM approach and our
approach.   The  n-gram  approach  says  that  a
sentence S1 is more likely than another sentence S2

given a  model  if  the  n-grams that  constitute  S1

have been observed more times than the n-grams
of S2. Our approach, on the other hand, says that a
sentence  S1 is  more  likely than  S2 if  the  closest
match to S1 in C resembles S1 better than the closes
match of  S2  resembles  S2 regardless of how many
times these sentences have been observed.

3 Experiments

We  carried  out  experiments  using  the  blog
corpus provided by Spinn3r (Burton et al (2009)).
It consists of 44 million blog posts that originated
during August and September 2008 from which we
selected,  cleaned,  normalized  and  segmented  2
million English language blogs.  We reserved the
segments originating from blogs dated September
30 for testing. 

We took 1000 segments from the test subset and
for  each  of  these  segments  we  built  a  16-
hypothesis cohort (by creating 16 overlapping sub-
segments of the constant length from the segment).

We  built  a  5-gram  SLM  using  a  20k  word
dictionary and Knesser-Ney smoothing using the
SRILM toolkit (Stolcke (2002)).  We then ranked
each of  the  1000 test  cohorts  using each  of  the

model's n-gram  levels (unigram, bigram, etc.). Our
goal is to determine to what extent our approach
correlates with an n-gram SLM-based rescoring. 

For testing purposes we re-ranked each of  the
test  cohorts using the IR-LM approach. We then
compared the rankings produced by n-grams and
by IR-LM for every n-gram order and several IR
configurations.  For  this,  we  computed  the
Spearman  rank  correlation  coefficient  (SRCC).
SRCC averages for each configuration are shown
in table 1. Row 1 shows the SRCC for the  best
overall  IR  configuration  and  row  2  shows  the
SRCC for the IR configuration producing the best
results for each particular n-gram model. We can
see that albeit simple, IR-LM can produce results
consistent  with  a  language  model  based  on
fundamentally different assumptions.

n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 n=5
overall 0.53 0.42 0.40 0.40 0.38
individual 0.68 0.47 0.40 0.40 0.39
Table 1. Spearman rank correlation coefficient for
several n-gram IR configurations

4 Conclusion

The IR-LM can be beneficial when the language
model  needs  to  be  updated  with  added  and
removed  data.  This  is  particularly  important  in
social  data  where  new  content  is  constantly
generated.  Our  approach  also  introduces  a
different interpretation of the concept of likelihood
of a sentence: instead of assuming the frequentist
assumption underlying n-gram models, it is based
on  sentence  feasibility  based  on  the  closest
segment  similarity.  Future  work  will  look  into:
integrating  information  from the  top  k-matches,
likelihood regression, as well as leveraging other
approaches to information retrieval.
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Abstract 
Many questions submitted to Collaborative 
Question Answering (CQA) sites have been 
answered before. We propose an approach to 
automatically generating an answer to such 
questions based on automatically learning to 
identify “equivalent” questions. Our main 
contribution is an unsupervised method for 
automatically learning question equivalence 
patterns from CQA archive data. These pat-
terns can be used to match new questions to 
their equivalents that have been answered be-
fore, and thereby help suggest answers auto-
matically. We experimented with our method 
approach over a large collection of more than 
200,000 real questions drawn from the Yahoo! 
Answers archive, automatically acquiring 
over 300 groups of question equivalence pat-
terns. These patterns allow our method to ob-
tain over 66% precision on automatically 
suggesting answers to new questions, signifi-
cantly outperforming conventional baseline 
approaches to question matching.  

1 Introduction 
Social media in general exhibit a rich variety of 
information sources. Question answering (QA) has 
been particularly amenable to social media, as it 
allows a potentially more effective alternative to 
web search by directly connecting users with the 
information needs to users willing to share the in-
formation directly (Bian, 2008). One of the useful 
by-products of this process is the resulting large 
archives of data – which in turn could be good 
sources of information for automatic question an-
swering. Yahoo! Answers, as a collaborative QA 
system (CQA), has acquired an archive of more 
than 40 Million Questions and 500 Million an-

swers, as of 2008 estimates.  
The main premise of this paper is that there are 

many questions that are syntactically different 
while semantically similar. The key problem is 
how to identify such question groups. Our method 
is based on the key observation that when the best 
non-trivial answers chosen by asker in the same 
domain are exactly the same, the corresponding 
questions are semantically similar. Based on this 
observation, we propose answering new method 
for learning question equivalence patterns from 
CQA archives. First, we retrieve “equivalent” 
question groups from a large dataset by grouping 
them by the text of the best answers (as chosen by 
the askers). The equivalence patterns are then gen-
erated by learning common syntactic and lexical 
patterns for each group. To avoid generating pat-
terns from questions that were grouped together by 
chance, we estimate the group’s topic diversity to 
filter the candidate patterns. These equivalence 
patterns are then compared against newly submit-
ted questions. In case of a match, the new question 
can be answered by proposing the “best” answer 
from a previously answered equivalent question.  

We performed large-scale experiments over a 
more than 200,000 questions from Yahoo! An-
swers. Our method generated over 900 equivalence 
patterns in 339 groups and allows to correctly sug-
gest an answer to a new question, roughly 70% of 
the time – outperforming conventional similarity-
based baselines for answer suggestion.  

Moreover, for the newly submitted questions, 
our method can identify equivalent questions and 
generate equivalent patterns incrementally, which 
can greatly improve the feasibility of our method. 

2 Learning Equivalence Patterns 
While most questions that share exactly the same 
“best” answer are indeed semantically equivalent, 
some may share the same answer by chance. To 

———————————————— 
1 Work done while visiting Emory University 
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filter out such cases, we propose an estimate of 
Topical Diversity (TD), calculated based on the 
shared topics for all pairs of questions in the group. 
If the diversity is larger than a threshold, the ques-
tions in this group are considered not equivalent, 
and no patterns are generated. To calculate this 
measure, we consider as topics the “notional 
words” (NW) in the question, which are the head 
nouns and the heads of verb phrases recognized by 
the OpenNLP parser. Using these words as “top-
ics”, TD for a group of questions G is calculated as:  

∑ ∑
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= =

<−×
−

=
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where Qi and Qj are the notional words in each 
question in within group G with n questions total.     

Based on the question groups, we can generate 
equivalence patterns to extend the matching cover-
age – thus retrieving similar questions with differ-
ent syntactic structure. OpenNLP is used to 
generate the basic syntactic structures by phrase 
chunking. After that, only the chunks which con-
tain NWs are analyzed to acquire the phrase labels 
as the syntactic pattern. Table 1 shows an example 
of a generated pattern. 

 

Question: What was the first book you discovered that 
made you think reading wasn't a complete waste of time?  
Pattern: [NP]-[VP]-[NP]-[NP]-[VP]-[VP]-[NP]-[VP]-… 
NW: (Disjoint: read waste time) (Shared: book think) 
Question: What book do you think everyone should have 
at home?  
Pattern: [NP]-[NP]-[VP]-[NP]-[VP]-[PP]-[NP] 
NW: (Disjoint: do everyone have home) (Shared: book 
think) 

Table 1. A group of equivalence patterns 

3 Experimental Evaluation 
Our dataset is 216,563 questions and 2,044,296 
answers crawled from Yahoo! Answers. From this 
we acquired 833 groups of similar questions dis-
tributed in 65 categories. After filtering by topical 
diversity, 339 groups remain to generate equiva-
lence patterns. These groups contain 979 questions, 
with, 2.89 questions per group on average.  

After that, we split our data into 413 questions 
for training (200 groups) and 566 questions, with 
randomly selected an additional 10,000 questions, 
for testing (the remainder) to compare three vari-
ants of our system Equivalence patterns only (EP), 
Notional words only (NW), and the weighted com-
bination (EP+NW). To match question, both 
equivalence patterns and notional words are used 

with different weights. The weight of pattern, dis-
joint NW and shared NW are 0.7, 0.4 and 0.6 after 
parameter training. We then compare the variants 
and results are reported in Table 2, showing that 
EP+NW achieves the highest performance.  

 

 Recall Precision F1 score 
EP 0.811 0.385 0.522 
NW 0.378 0.559 0.451 
EP+NW 0.726 0.663 0.693 
Table 2. Performance comparison of three variants 

 

Using EP+NW as our best method, we now 
compare it to traditional similarity-based methods 
on whole question set. TF*IDF-based vector space 
model (TFIDF), and a more highly tuned Cosine 
model (that only keeps the same “notional words” 
filtered by phrase chunking) are used as baselines. 
Figure 3 reports the results, which indicate that 
EP+NW, outperforms both Cosine and TFIDF me-
thods on all metrics. 
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Figure 3. Performance of EP+NW vs. baselines 

 

Our work expands on previous significant ef-
forts on CQA retrieval (e.g., Bian et al., Jeon et al., 
Kosseim et al.). Our contribution is a new unsu-
pervised and effective method for learning ques-
tion equivalence patterns that exploits the structure 
of the collaborative question answering archives – 
an important part of social media. 
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Abstract 

We are modeling roles of individual messages 
and participants in Q&A discussion forums. In 
this paper, we present a mixed network model 
that represents message exchanges and message 
influences within a discussion thread.  We first 
model individual message roles and thread-level 
user roles using discussion content features. We 
then combine the resulting message roles and the 
user roles to generate the overall influence net-
work. Message influences and their aggregation 
over the network are analyzed using B-centrality 
measures.  We use the results in identifying the 
most influential message in answering the initial 
question of the thread.  

1 Introduction 

Online discussion boards play an important role in 
various fields, including science, politics, and edu-
cation. Understanding patterns of group interac-
tions can be important in many applications. For 
example, in Q&A forums, some messages contain 
more useful or influential answers than others. 
Identifying useful content can help future discus-
sions with similar issues. That is, useful informa-
tion on a topic can be sent to related discussions 
(Kim et al., 2009). 

There has been some work on analyzing dia-
logue patterns in online discussion boards (Feng et 
al, 2006). Some of these model message roles us-
ing dialogue acts such as question act or answer 
act. Most of these focus on modeling individual 
messages, often using surface forms.  There has 
been limited study on thread-level modeling of the 
true roles of the messages, whether they provide 
information (source) or seek information (sink), or 
which message in the thread is most useful or in-
fluential as the source. 

In this paper, we present a novel model of mes-
sage influence within a discussion thread.  In mod-

eling the thread-level influence of the messages, 
besides the sink/source role of the individual mes-
sages, we take into account the roles of the mes-
sage posters within the thread.  In Q&A discussion 
threads, since the roles of the posters as an infor-
mation provider or an information seeker often do 
not change within the same thread, such informa-
tion can help us identify the true roles or influence 
of the messages. 

 We combine the message roles and the user 
roles with a network model. Message influences 
and their aggregation over the network are ana-
lyzed using B-centrality measures.  We use the 
resulting influence scores in identifying the most 
influential message in answering the initial ques-
tion of the thread. 

2 Modeling Message Influence  

We use discussion data from an Operating Systems 
course in the Computer Science department at the 
University of Southern California. Students use a 
discussion board, most commonly, to seek help on 
the project assignments. For this study, we use data 
from the Fall 2007 semester, with 177 discussion 
threads (randomly choose 133 for training and 44 
for test) with 580 messages (randomly choose 451 
for training and 129 for test). 

2.1 Sink and source roles of a message 

For each pair of messages where one is a reply to 
the other, we model the roles of the latter, as a sink 
or a source with respect to the former message or 
the message author. Some messages, especially 
long ones, can have both roles. Figure 1 shows an 
influence model of sink and source. A node repre-
sents either a user or a message. An edge is either a 
reply-to relation between two messages or an own-
ership of a message by a user. The direction of 
each edge indicates the direction of influence. A 
source is a message that provides information and 
it generates influence. In the top graph, B responds 
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to A’s message as an information source. A sink 
message requests information from others so the 
edge direction goes towards it.  Note that sinks and 
sources are different from questions and answers 
since some of sources can take a form of a question 
(e.g. have you checked the manual?). 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Sink and source role of a message 

2.2 Information seeker and information pro-
vider: Thread level roles 

Figure 2 shows an influence model of an informa-
tion seeker and an information provider when they 
exchange messages. The information flows from 
the information provider to the information seeker, 
as indicated by the direction of the edges. In gen-
eral, the initial poster seeks information and his or 
her role does not usually change within the thread. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that within a 
discussion thread, a user’s role doesn’t change for 
a certain amount of time, although he or she can 
post both Sink and Source messages, as shown in 
Figure 2.  Using this model, we can capture the 
intention of the message based on who posted the 
message. 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Thread-level user intention and message roles 

2.3 Message and Participant Role Classifiers  

Individual messages were annotated with sink and 
source information. The same message can have 
both sink and source roles with respect to the prior 
message or its poster.  

The features used include cue phases (n-
grams) and their positions, message position in the 
thread, author change information, the relative po-
sition of the message in the thread, a user’s partici-
pation frequency (normalized), n-gram of previous 
messages with their positions and the message 
length. The details of these features are described 
in Kim et al (2009).  

We used a Support Vector Machine (Chang 
and Lin 2001) to create two binary classifiers 
(since one message can have both roles) that iden-
tify message roles: source and sink, and one binary 
classifier for user roles: information seeker and 
information provider. The precisions/recalls range 
from 0.89 to 0.96. F-scores are within 0.92-0.93. 

3 Profiling Influence of Message with Cen-
trality Measures  

We generate a message-role graph and a user-role 
graph using the above model, and generate influ-
ence network combining user and message roles. 
Message influences and their aggregation over the 
network are analyzed using B-centrality measures. 
To evaluate our source score accuracy (Ghosh and 
Lerman 2009), we annotated the most influential 
source message for the initial question (sink) in 
each thread. We use Mean Reciprocal Rank Score 
(MRR) to evaluate our results. The combined 
model provides better results with an MRR score 
of 0.90. 

Ranking strategy Information used MRR 

Influence Network 
Model score 

User role + msg 
role 

0.90 

Earlier source msg  msg role + msg 
location 

0.74 

Earlier msg from info 
providers  

User role + msg 
location 

0.68 

Table 2: MRR scores for different strategies 
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Extended Abstract

Recent years have witnessed the transformation of
the World Wide Web from an information-gathering
and processing tool into an interactive communica-
tion medium in the form of online discussion fo-
rums, chat–rooms, blogs, and so on. There is strong
evidence suggesting that social networks facilitate
new ways to interact with information in such me-
dia. Understanding the mechanisms and the patterns
of such interactions can be important for many ap-
plications. Currently, there is not much work that
adequately models interaction between social net-
works and information content. From the perspec-
tive of social network analysis, most existing work
is concerned with understanding static topological
properties of social networks represented by such
forums. For instance, Park and Maurer (2009) ap-
plied node clustering to identify consensus and con-
sensus facilitators, while Kang et al. (2009) uses
discussion thread co-participation relations to iden-
tify (static) groups in discussions. On discussion
content analysis research side, there have been ap-
proaches for classifying messages with respect to di-
alogue roles (Carvalho and Cohen, 2005; Ravi and
Kim, 2007), but they often ignore the role and the
impact of underlying social interactions.

Thus, the current static network and content anal-
ysis approaches provide limited support for
• Capturing dynamics of social interactions: the

sequence of communication or who is respond-
ing to whom is important in understanding the
nature of interactions.
• Relating social interactions to content analysis:

the content can give hint on the nature of the in-
teraction and vice versa (e.g., users with more
social interactions are more likely to have com-
mon interests).

To address the above issues, one needs to go
beyond the static analysis approach, and develop
dynamical models that will explicitly account for
the interplay between the content of communication
(topics) and the structure of communications (social
networks). Such framework and corresponding al-
gorithmic base will allow us to infer “polarizing”
topics discussed in forums, identify evolving com-
munities of interests, and examine the link between
social and content dynamics.

To illustrate the advantages and the need for more
fine–grained analysis, we now turn to a concrete ex-
ample. Figure 1(a) provides a sample of discus-
sion co-participation network from an online discus-
sion forum. Each oval node represents a user and
each square shows a discussion thread, while each
arrow represents users participating in the thread.
The numbers on the arrow represent the number of
messages contributed to the thread. Ten discussion
threads with 127 messages from 43 users are cap-
tured. Based on this network, we can identify users
that have similar interests, cluster topics and/or users
according to similarities, and so on. However, this
network is too coarse–grained to get additional in-
formation about the social interactions. For instance,
it does not say anything whether co–participating
users have similar or conflicting views.

We now contrast the above network with a more
fine–grained representation of forum dynamics. We
performed a thorough manual analysis of threads, by
taking into account the sequence of messages to con-
struct response–to graph, and then manually anno-
tating the attitudes of each message towards the one
it was responding to. Figure 1(b) provides a signed
attitude network from the same dataset as the one
used for Figure 1(a). Each node represents a user
and an arrow shows how one replies to the other.
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Figure 1: (a) Thread participation network; (b) Signed
attitude network. In (b), the circles show two triangle
relationships suggested by structural balance theory.

The numbers on the arrow represent the number of
the reply–to occurrences, while the color of the link
represents the attitude. Here we use a very loose
definition of “attitude”. Namely, positive (blue) at-
titude means that the posting user agrees with the
previous comment or message, or expresses friendly
sentiments. And negative attitude means disagree-
ing with the previous message or using outright of-
fensive language. The resulting signed network dif-
ferentiates links between the users (friends or foes).

Clearly, the resulting network is much more infor-
mative about the social interactions among the users.
Remarkably, even for the small manually collected
data-set, the resulting network reproduces some of
the known features of signed networks from social
sciences (Lescovec et. al., 2010; Wassermanc and
Faust, 1994). For instance, the highlighted ovals
show balanced triads: two friends with a common
enemy and three mutual friends. This with struc-
tural balance theory, which suggests that in signed
network particular triads with odd number of posi-
tive links (three mutual friends or two friends with a

common enemy) are more plausible than other cases
(e.g. three mutual foes). As we add more data, we
expect more occurrences of such triads.

Our current research focuses on automating
the above process of network construction and
analysis. To this end, we have been developing
approaches based on Dynamic Bayesian Networks
where the nodes correspond to participating users
and messages, and the edges encode probabilistic
dependence between message content and user
attitudes. In this framework, the content of a
message depends on the previous message as
well as on the attitude of the posting user to-
wards both the content and the other user. The
observables in this model are the messages (and
in some cases, some user–attributes such as age,
location etc). And the unobservables such as
users’ attitudes and social preferences are modeled
through latent variables that need to be inferred.
To be more specific, let u1 and u2 denote the
variables describing the users, and m1,m2, ...
denote the message sequence. Within the proposed
generative framework, the goal is to calculate
the posterior probability P (u1, u2|m1,m2, ...) ∝
π(u1)π(u2)π(m1|u1)

∏K
t=2 P (mt|mt−1, ui=1,2).

Here π(.) are the priors, and P (mt|mt−1, ui) is a
probability of seeing a particular response by the
user ui to a message mt−1, which will be estimated
using annotated data and further refined through
EM–type approach.
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Abstract

We propose an alternative to conventional in-

formation retrieval over Linux forum data,

based on thread-, post- and user-level analysis,

interfaced with an information retrieval engine

via reranking.

1 Introduction

Due to the sheer scale of web data, simple keyword

matching is an effective means of information ac-

cess for many informational web queries. There

still remain significant clusters of information access

needs, however, where keyword matching is less

successful. One such instance is technical web fo-

rums and mailing lists (collectively termed “forums”

for the purposes of this paper): technical forums

are a rich source of information when troubleshoot-

ing, and it is often possible to resolve technical

queries/problems via web-archived data. The search

facilities provided by forums and web search en-

gines tend to be over-simplistic, however, and there

is a desperate need for more sophisticated search (Xi

et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2009), including: favour-

ing threads which have led to a successful resolu-

tion; reflecting the degree of clarity/reproducibility

of the proposed solution in a given thread; repre-

senting threads via their threaded rather than sim-

ple chronological structure; the ability to highlight

key aspects of the thread, in terms of the problem

description and solution which led to a successful

resolution; and ideally, the ability to represent the

problem and solution in normalised form via infor-

mation extraction.

This paper provides a brief outline of an attempt

to achieve these and other goals in the context of

Linux web user forum data, in the form of the IL-

IAD (Intelligent Linux Information Access by Data

Mining) project. Linux users and developers rely

particularly heavily on web user forums and mail-

ing lists, due to the nature of the community, which

is highly decentralised — with massive proliferation

of packages and distributions — and notoriously bad

at maintaining up-to-date documentation at a level

suitable for newbie and even intermediate users.

2 Project Outline

Our proposed solution is as follows: (1) crawl data

from a variety of web user forums; (2) analyse each

thread, to identify named entities and generate meta-

data; (3) analyse post-level linkages; (4) predict

user-level features which are expected to impinge on

the quality of search results; and finally (5) draw to-

gether the features from (1) to (4) to enhance the

quality of a traditional ranked IR approach. We

briefly review each step below. Given space limi-

tations, we focus on outlining our interpretation of

the task in this paper. For further details and results,

the reader is referred to the key papers cited herein.

2.1 Crawling

The first step is to crawl data from a variety of fo-

rums and mailing lists, for which we have developed

open-source scraping software in the form of SITE-

SCRAPER.1 SITESCRAPER is designed such that the

user simply copies relevant content from a browser-

rendered version of a given set of pages, which it

interprets as a structured record, and translates into

a generalised XPATH query.

2.2 Thread-level analysis

Next, we perform named entity recognition (NER)

over each thread to identify entities such as package

and distribution names, version numbers and snip-

pets of code; as part of this, we perform version

1http://sitescraper.googlecode.com/
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anchoring, in identifying what entity each version

number relates to.

To generate thread-level metadata, we classify

each thread for the following three features, based

on an ordinal scale of 1–5 (Baldwin et al., 2007):

Complete: Is the problem description complete?

Solved: Is a solution provided in the thread?

Task Oriented: Is the thread about a specific

problem?

We additionally automatically classify the nature

of the thread content, in terms of, e.g., whether it

contains documentation or installation details, or re-

lates to software, hardware or programming.

Our experiments on thread-level classification are

based on a set of 250 annotated threads from Lin-

uxQuestions and other forums, as well as a dataset

from CNET.

2.3 Post-level analysis

We automatically analyse the post-to-post discourse

structure of each thread, in terms of which (preced-

ing) post(s) each post relates to, and how, building

off the work of Rosé et al. (1995) and Wolf and Gib-

son (2005). For example, a given post may refute

the solution proposed in an earlier post, and also

propose a novel solution in response to the initiat-

ing post.

Separately, we are developing techniques for

identifying whether a new post to a given forum

is sufficiently similar to other (ideally resolved)

threads that the author should be prompted to first

check the existing threads for redundancy before a

new thread is initiated.

Our experiments on post-level analysis are, once

again, based on data from LinuxQuestions and

CNET.

2.4 User-level analysis

We are also experimenting with profiling users vari-

ously, based on a 5-point ordinal scale across a range

of user characteristics. Our experiments are based

on data from LinuxQuestions (Lui, 2009).

2.5 IR ranking

The various features are interfaced with an ad hoc

information retrieval (IR) system via a learning-to-

rank approach (Cao et al., 2007). In order to carry

out IR evaluation, we have developed a set of queries

and relevance judgements over a large-scale set of

forum data.

Our experiments to date have been based on com-

bination over three IR engines (LUCENE, ZETTAIR

and LEMUR), and involved thread-level metadata

only, but we have achieved encouraging results, sug-

gesting that thread-level metadata can enhance IR

effectiveness.

3 Conclusions

This paper provides an outline of the ILIAD project,

focusing on the tasks of crawling, thread-level anal-

ysis, post-level analysis, user-level analysis and IR

reranking. We have designed a series of class sets

for the component tasks, and carried out experimen-

tation over a range of data sources, achieving en-

couraging results.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have shown a large increase in the
usage of content creation platforms—blogs, com-
munity QA sites, forums, etc.—aimed at the gen-
eral public.User generated data contains emotional,
opinionated, sentimental, and personal posts. This
characteristic makes it an interesting data source
for exploring new types of linguistic analysis, as is
demonstrated by research on, e.g., sentiment analy-
sis [4], opinion retrieval [3], and mood detection [1].

We introduce the task of experience mining. Here,
the goal is to gain insights into criteria that people
formulate to judge or rate a product or its usage.
These criteria can be formulated as the expectations
that people have of the product in advance (i.e., the
reasons to buy), but can also be expressed as reports
of experiences while using the product and compar-
isons with other products. We focus on the latter:
reports of experiences with products. In this paper,
we define the task, describe guidelines for manual
annotation and analyze linguistic features that can
be used in an automatic experience mining system.

2 Motivation

Our main use-case is user-centered design for prod-
uct development. User-centered design [2] is an in-
novation paradigm where users of a product are in-
volved in each step of the research and development
process. The first stage of the product design process
is to identify unmet needs and demands of users for
a specific product or a class of products. Forums,

∗This research was supported by project STE-09-12 within
the STEVIN programme funded by the Dutch and Flemish gov-
ernments, and by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research (NWO) under projects 640.001.501, 640.002.501,
612.066.512, 612.061.814, 612.061.815, 640.004.802.

review sites, and mailing lists are platforms where
people share experiences about a subject they care
about. Although statements found in such platforms
may not always be representative for the general user
group, they can accelerate user-centered design.

Another use-case comes from online communi-
ties themselves. Users of online forums are often in-
terested in other people’s experiences with concrete
products and/or solutions for specific problems. To
quote one such user: [t]he polls are the only in-
formation we have, though, except for individual
[users] giving their own evaluations. With the vol-
ume of online data increasing rapidly, users need im-
proved access to previously reported experiences.

3 Experience mining

Experiences are particular instances of personally
encountering or undergoing something. We want
to identify experiences about a specific target prod-
uct, that are personal, involve an activity related to
the target and, moreover, are accompanied by judge-
ments or evaluative statements. Experience mining
is related to sentiment analysis and opinion retrieval,
in that it involves identifying attitudes; the key dif-
ference is, however, that we are looking for attitudes
towards specific experiences with products, not atti-
tudes towards the products themselves.

4 An explorative study

To assess the feasibility of automatic experience
mining, we carried out an explorative study: we
asked human assessors to find experiences in ac-
tual forum data and then examined linguistic fea-
tures likely to be useful for identifying experiences
automatically.
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Mean and deviation in posts
Feature with exper. without exper.
subjectivity score2 0.07 ±0.23 0.17 ±0.35
polarity score2 0.87 ±0.30 0.77 ±0.38
#words per post 102.57 ±80.09 52.46 ±53.24
#sentences per post 6.00 ±4.16 3.34 ±2.33
# words per sentence 17.07 ±4.69 15.71 ±7.61

#questions per post 0.32 ±0.63 0.54 ±0.89
p(post contains question) 0.25 ±0.43 0.33 ±0.47

#I’s per post 5.76 ±4.75 2.09 ±2.88
#I’s per sentence 1.01 ±0.48 0.54 ±0.60
p(sentence in post contains I) 0.67 ±0.23 0.40 ±0.35

#non-modal verbs per post 19.62 ±15.08 9.82 ±9.57
#non-modal verbs per sent. 3.30 ±1.18 2.82 ±1.37
#modal verbs per sent. 0.22 ±0.22 0.26 ±0.36
fraction of past-tense verbs 0.26 ±0.17 0.17 ±0.19
fraction of present tense verbs 0.42 ±0.18 0.41 ±0.23

Table 1: Comparison of surface text features for posts
with and without experience; p(·) denotes probability.

We acquired data by crawling two forums on
shaving,1 with 111,268 posts written by 2,880 users.

Manual assessments Two assessors (both authors
of this paper) were asked to search for posts on five
specific target products using a standard keyword
search, and label each result post as:

• reporting no experience, or

• reporting an off-target experience, or

• reporting an on-target experience.

Moreover, posts should be marked as reporting an
experience only if (i) the author explicitly reports
his or someone else’s (a concrete person’s) use of
a product; and (ii) the author makes some conclu-
sions/judgements about the experience.

In total, 203 posts were labeled by the two asses-
sors, with 101 posts marked as reporting an experi-
ence by at least one assessor (71% of those an on-
target experience). The inter-annotator agreement
was 0.84, with Cohen’s κ = 0.71. If we merge
on- and off-target experience labels, the agreement
is 0.88, with κ = 0.76. The high level of agreement
demonstrates the validity of the task definition.

Features for experience mining We considered a
number of linguistic features and compared posts re-
porting experience (on- or off-target) to the posts

1www.shavemyface.com, www.menessentials.com/community
2Computed using LingPipe: http://alias-i.com/lingpipe

With experience Without experience
used 0.15, found 0.09,
bought 0.07, tried 0.07,
got 0.07, went 0.07, started
0.05, switched 0.04, liked
0.03, decided 0.03

got 0.09, thought 0.09,
switched 0.06, meant 0.06,
used 0.06, went 0.06, ig-
nored 0.03, quoted 0.03,
discovered 0.03, heard 0.03

Table 2: Most frequent past tense verbs following I in
posts with and without experience, with rel. frequencies.

with no experience. Table 1 lists the features and
the comparison results. Remarkably, the subjectiv-
ity score is lower for experience posts: this indicates
that our task is indeed different from sentiment re-
trieval. Experience posts are on average twice as
long as non-experience posts and contain more sen-
tences with pronoun I. They also contain more con-
tent (non-modal) verbs, especially past tense verbs.
Table 2 presents a more detailed analysis of the verb
use. Experience posts appear to contain more verbs
referring to concrete actions rather than to attitude
and perception. It is still to be seen, though, whether
this informal observation can be quantified using re-
sources such as standard semantic verb classification
(state, process, action), WordNet verb hierarchy or
FrameNet semantic frames.

5 Conclusions

We introduced the novel task of experience min-
ing. Users of products share their experiences, and
mining these could help define requirements for
next-generation products. We developed annotation
guidelines for labeling experiences, and used them
to annotate data from online forums. An initial ex-
ploration revealed multiple features that might prove
useful for automatic labeling via classification.
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1 Introduction

Language use is overlaid on a network of social con-
nections, which exerts an influence on both the topics
of discussion and the ways that these topics can be ex-
pressed (Halliday, 1978). In the past, efforts to under-
stand this relationship were stymied by a lack of data, but
social media offers exciting new opportunities. By com-
bining large linguistic corpora with explicit representa-
tions of social network structures, social media provides
a new window into the interaction between language and
society. Our long term goal is to develop joint sociolin-
guistic models that explain the social basis of linguistic
variation.

In this paper we focus on microblogs: internet jour-
nals in which each entry is constrained to a few words
in length. While this platform receives high-profile at-
tention when used in connection with major news events
such as natural disasters or political turmoil, less is
known about the themes that characterize microblogging
on a day-to-day basis. We perform an exploratory anal-
ysis of the content of a well-known microblogging plat-
form (Twitter), using topic models to uncover latent se-
mantic themes (Blei et al., 2003). We then show that these
latent topics are predictive of the network structure; with-
out any supervision, they predict which other microblogs
a user is likely to follow, and to whom microbloggers will
address messages. Indeed, our topical link predictor out-
performs a competitive supervised alternative from tra-
ditional social network analysis. Finally, we explore the
application of supervision to our topical link predictor,
using regression to learn weights that emphasize topics
of particular relevance to the social network structure.

2 Data

We acquired data from Twitter’s streaming “Gardenhose”
API, which returned roughly 15% of all messages sent
over a period of two weeks in January 2010. This com-

∗We thank the reviews for their helpful suggestions and Brendan
O’Connor for making the Twitter data available.

prised 15GB of compressed data; we aimed to extract a
representative subset by first sampling 500 people who
posted at least sixteen messages over this period, and
then “crawled” at most 500 randomly-selected followers
of each of these original authors. The resulting data in-
cludes 21,306 users, 837,879 messages, and 10,578,934
word tokens.

Text Twitter contains highly non-standard orthography
that poses challenges for early-stage text processing.1 We
took a conservative approach to tokenization, splitting
only on whitespaces and apostrophes, and eliminating
only token-initial and token-final punctuation characters.
Two markers are used to indicate special tokens: #, indi-
cating a topic (e.g. #curling); and @, indicating that the
message is addressed to another user. Topic tokens were
included after stripping the leading #, but address tokens
were removed. All terms occurring less than 50 times
were removed, yielding a vocabulary of 11,425 terms.
Out-of-vocabulary items were classified as either words,
URLs, or numbers. To ensure a fair evaluation, we re-
moved “retweets” – when a user reposts verbatim the
message of another user – if the original message author
is also part of the dataset.

Links We experiment with two social graphs extracted
from the data: a follower graph and a communication
graph. The follower graph places directed edges between
users who have chosen to follow each other’s updates;
the message graph places a directed edge between users
who have addressed messages to each other (using the @
symbol). Huberman et al. (2009) argue that the commu-
nication graph captures direct interactions and is thus a
more accurate representation of the true underlying social
structure, while the follower graph contains more con-
nections than could possibly be maintained in a realistic
social network.

1For example, some tweets use punctuation for tokenization (You
look like a retired pornstar!lmao) while others
use punctuation inside the token (lOv!n d!s th!ng call3d
l!f3).
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Figure 1: Mean rank of test links (lower is better), reported over 4-fold cross-validation. Common-neighbors is a network-based
method that ignores text; the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) methods are grouped by number of latent topics.

3 Method
We constructed a topic model over twitter messages,
identifying the latent themes that characterize the cor-
pus. In standard topic modeling methodology, topics de-
fine distributions over vocabulary items, and each docu-
ment contains a set of latent topic proportions (Blei et al.,
2003). However, the average message on Twitter is only
sixteen word tokens, which is too sparse for traditional
topic modeling; instead, we gathered together all of the
messages from a given user into a single document. Thus
our model learns the latent topics that characterize au-
thors, rather than messages.

Authors with similar topic proportions are likely to
share interests or dialect, suggesting potential social con-
nections. Author similarity can be quantified without
supervision by taking the dot product of the topic pro-
portions. If labeled data is available (a partially ob-
served network), then regression can be applied to learn
weights for each topic. Chang and Blei (2009) describe
such a regression-based predictor, which takes the form
exp

(
−ηT (z̄i − z̄j) ◦ (z̄i − z̄j)− ν

)
, denoting the pre-

dicted strength of connection between authors i and j.
Here z̄i (z̄j) refers to the expected topic proportions for
user i (j), η is a vector of learned regression weights, and
ν is an intercept term which is only necessary if a the link
prediction function must return a probability. We used
the updates from Chang and Blei to learn η in a post hoc
fashion, after training the topic model.

4 Results
We constructed topic models using an implemen-
tation of variational inference2 for Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA). The results of the run with
the best variational bound on 50 topics can be
found at http://sailing.cs.cmu.edu/
socialmedia/naacl10ws/. While many of
the topics focus on content (for example, electronics
and sports), others capture distinct languages and even
dialect variation. Such dialects are particularly evident in

2http://www.cs.princeton.edu/˜blei/lda-c

stopwords (you versus u). Structured topic models that
explicitly handle these two orthogonal axes of linguistic
variation are an intriguing possibility for future work.

We evaluate our topic-based approach for link predic-
tion on both the message and follower graphs, compar-
ing against an approach that only considers the network
structure. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2003) perform
a quantitative comparison of such approaches, finding
that the relatively simple technique of counting the num-
ber of shared neighbors between two nodes is a surpris-
ingly competitive predictor of whether they are linked;
we call this approach common-neighbors. We evaluate
this method and our own supervised LDA+regression ap-
proach by hiding half of the edges in the graph, and pre-
dicting them from the other half.

For each author in the dataset, we apply each method
to rank all possible links; the evaluation computes the av-
erage rank of the true links that were held out (for our
data, a random baseline would score 10653 – half the
number of authors in the network). As shown in Figure
1, topic-based link prediction outperforms the alternative
that considers only the graph structure. Interestingly, post
hoc regression on the topic proportions did not consis-
tently improve performance, though joint learning may
do better (e.g., Chang and Blei, 2009). The text-based ap-
proach is especially strong on the message graph, while
the link-based approach is more competitive on the fol-
lowers graph; a model that captures both features seems
a useful direction for future work.
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Abstract 

This paper describes a technique for automati-

cally tagging political blog posts using SVM’s 

and named entity recognition. We compare 

the quality of the tags detected by this ap-

proach to earlier approaches in other domains, 

observing effects from the political domain 

and benefits from NLP techniques comple-

mentary to the core SVM method. 

1 Introduction 

Political blogs are a particular type of communica-

tion platform that combines analyses provided by 

the blog owner or a team of regular contributors 

with shorter, but far more numerous, entries by 

visitors. Given the enthusiasm that activities for or 

against a particular politician or party can generate, 

political blogs are a vibrant part of the blogos-

phere: more than 38,500 blogs specifically dedi-

cated to politics exist in the US alone according to 

Technorati, and some of the more active ones at-

tract more than 30 million unique visitors each 

month (double that number just before major elec-

tions). 

Political blogs provide a wealth of factual in-

formation about political events and activities, but 

also by their nature are colored by strong opinions. 

They are therefore a particularly attractive target 

for semantic analysis methods using natural lan-

guage processing technology. In fact, the past two 

years have brought an increased number of colla-

borations between NLP researchers and political 

scientists using data from political sources, includ-

ing two special issues of leading political science 

journals on such topics (see (Cardie and Wilker-

son, 2008) for an overview). Our motivation for 

working with this kind of data is the construction 

of a system that collates information across blog 

posts, combines evidence to numerically rate atti-

tudes of blogs on different topics, and traces the 

evolution of these attitudes across time and in re-

sponse to events. To enable these tasks, we first 

identify the major topics that each blog post cov-

ers. In the present paper, we describe our recogniz-

er of blog post topics. We show that, perhaps 

because of the richness of political blogs in named 

entities, an SVM-based keyword learning approach 

can be complemented with named entity recogni-

tion and co-reference detection to achieve preci-

sion and recall scores higher than those reported by 

earlier topic recognition systems in other domains. 

2 Related Work  

In our approach, as in earlier published work, we 

take tags assigned by many blogs to individual 

blog posts as a reference list of the topics covered 

by that post. Tags are single words or short phras-

es, most often noun phrases, and are usually cho-

sen by each post’s authors without a controlled 

vocabulary; examples include “Michigan”, 

“George Bush”, “democracy”, and “health care”. 

Earlier work in predicting tags includes (Mishne, 

2006), who adopts a collaborative filtering ap-

proach; in contrast, we rely on training classifiers 

from earlier posts in each blog. Our approach is 

more similar to (Sood et al., 2007) and (Wang and 

Davison, 2008) who use different machine learning 

techniques applied to a training set. We differ from 

the last two approaches in our addition of proper 

noun and named entity recognition methods to our 

core SVM classifiers, in our exploration of specifi-

cally political data, and in our subsequent use of 
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the predicted tags (for semantic analysis rather 

than tag set compression or query expansion). 

3 Data 

We collected data from two major political blogs, 

Daily Kos (www.dailykos.com) and Red State 

(www.redstate.com). Red State is a conserva-

tive political blog whereas Daily Kos is a liberal 

political blog. Both these blogs are widely read and 

tag each of their blog entries. We collected data 

from both these blogs over a period of two years 

(January 2008 – February 2010). We collected a 

total of 100,000 blog posts from Daily Kos and 

70,000 blog posts from Red State and a total of 

787,780 tags across both blogs (an average of 4.63 

tags per post). 

4 Methods 

We used SVM Light (Joachims, 2002) to predict 

the tags for a given blog post. We constructed one 

classifier for each of the tags present in the training 

set. The features used were counts of each word 

encountered in the title or the body of a post (two 

counts per word), further subdivided by whether 

the word appears in any tags in the training data or 

not, and whether it is a synonym of known tag 

words. We extract the top five proposed tags for 

each post, corresponding to the five highest scoring 

SVM classifiers. 

We also attempt to detect the main entities being 

talked about. We perform shallow parsing and ex-

tract noun phrases and then proper nouns. The 

most frequent proper NPs are probable tags. We 

also added named entity recognition and co-

reference resolution using the OpenNLP toolkit 

(maxent.sourceforge.net). We found that 

named entity recognition proposes additional use-

ful tags while the effect of co-reference resolution 

is marginal, mostly because of limited success in 

actually matching co-referent entities. 

5 Results and Evaluation 

For evaluating our methods, we used 2,681 posts 

from Daily Kos and 571 posts from Red State. We 

compared the tags assigned by our tagger to the 

original tags of the blog post, using an automated 

method (Figure 1). A tag was considered a match if 

it exactly matched the original tag or was a word 

super set – for example “health care system” is 

considered a match to “health care”. We also ma-

nually evaluated the relevance of the proposed tags 

on a small portion of our test set (100 posts). 

 
Method Precision Recall F-Score 

Single word SVM 27.3% 60.3% 37.6% 

+ Stemming 26.1% 59.5% 36.3% 

   + Proper Nouns 36.5% 56.8% 44.4% 

Named Entities 48.4% 49.1% 48.7% 

All Combined 21.1% 65.0% 31.9% 

Manual Scoring 67.0% 75.0% 70.8% 

    Single word SVM 19.0% 30.0% 23.3% 

+ Stemming 22.0% 30.2% 25.5% 

   + Proper Nouns 46.3% 54.0% 49.9% 

Named Entities 60.1% 41.5% 49.1% 

All Combined 20.3% 65.7% 31.0% 

Manual Scoring 47.0% 62.0% 53.5% 

Figure 1: Results on Daily Kos (top) and Red State 

(bottom) data. Best scores in bold. 

6 Conclusion  

We described and evaluated a tool for automatical-

ly tagging political blog posts. Political blogs differ 

from other blogs as they often involve named enti-

ties (politicians, organizations, and places). There-

fore, tagging of political blog posts benefits from 

using basic name entity recognition to improve the 

tagging. The recall in particular exceeds the score 

obtained by earlier techniques applied to other do-

mains (Sood et al. (2007) report precision of 13% 

and recall of 23%; Wang and Davison (2008) re-
port precision of 45% and recall of 23%).  
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Abstract 

We detail methods for entity span identifica-
tion and entity class annotation of Twitter 
communications that take place during times 
of mass emergency. We present our motiva-
tion, method and preliminary results. 

1 Introduction 

During times of mass emergency, many turn to 
Twitter to gather and disperse relevant, timely in-
formation (Starbird et al. 2010; Vieweg et al. 
2010). However, the sheer amount of information 
now communicated via Twitter during these time- 
and safety-critical situations can make it difficult 
for individuals to locate personally meaningful and 
actionable information. In this paper, we discuss 
natural language processing (NLP) techniques de-
signed for Twitter data that will lead to the location 
and extraction of specific information during times 
of mass emergency.  

2 Twitter Use in Mass Emergency 

Twitter communications are comprised of 140-
character messages called “tweets.”  During times 
of mass emergency, Twitter users send detailed 
information that may help those affected to better 
make critical decisions.  
 
Our goal is to develop techniques to automatically 
identify crucial pieces of information in these 
tweets. This process will lead to the automatic ex-
traction of information that helps people under-
stand the situation “on the ground” during mass 
emergencies. Relevant information would include 
such things as warnings, road closures, and 
evacuations among other timely information. 
 

3 The Annotation Process 

A foundational level of linguistic annotation for 
many natural language processing tasks is Named 
Entity (or nominal entity) tagging (Bikel 1999).  
Typical labeled entities that were included in the 
Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) guidelines 
(LDC 2004) are: Person, Location, Organization, 
and Facility, the four maximal entity classes. Our 
preliminary annotation task consists of identifying 
the syntactic span and entity class for these four 
types of entities in a pilot set of Twitter data (200 
tweets from a data set generated during the 2009 
Oklahoma grassfires). In future annotation, the 
ontology will be expanded to include event and 
relation annotations, as well as additional sub-
classes of the entities now examined.  Annotations 
are done using Knowtator (Ogren 2006), a tool 
built within the Protégé framework 
(http://protege.stanford.edu/).  The ontology devel-
opment is data-driven; as such it is likely that cer-
tain ACE annotations will never emerge and other 
annotations (such as disaster-relevant materials) 
will be necessary additions.  
 
Three annotators undertook pilot annotation as part 
of the construction of preliminary annotation 
guidelines; the top pairwise ITA score is reported 
below. Twitter data makes reference to numerous 
entity spans that are of specific interest to this an-
notation task, such as road intersections and multi-
word named entities. The example below, from the 
pilot annotation set, shows a relatively simple span 
delineation. 
 
[PERSON Velma area residents]: [PERSON 
Officials] say to take [FACILTY Old Hwy 
7] to [FACILTY Speedy G] to safely 
evacuate. [LOCATION Stephens Co Fair-
grounds] in [LOCATION Duncan] for shel-
ter  
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Because of the varying length of entities, annota-
tors cannot be given simple rules for deciding the 
spans for annotations. This difficulty is reflected in 
markedly lower rates for span identification inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) rates than for simple 
class assignment.   

4 Preliminary Results  

IAA calculations were performed using the Know-
tator IAA functionality. When annotations are re-
quired to be both the same span and class, the pilot 
annotation yielded an F-score of 56.27 (An addi-
tional 4% have exact span matches but different 
classes). However, when annotations are required 
to have the same class assignment but only over-
lapping spans, this F-score rises to 72.85. While 
Facility and Location are the most commonly con-
fused classes, span-matching remains a difficult 
issue for all entity classes.  

5 Discussion 

While these ITA rates are significantly lower than 
published results from previous ACE annotation 
efforts (LDC 2004), we believe that the crisis 
communications domain, particularly with regard 
to Twitter analysis, provides challenges not en-
countered in newswire, broadcast transcripts, or 
newspaper data. First, determining the maximal 
span of interest for a given class assignment is 
non-trivial. The constraint of 140 characters neces-
sarily results in very limited syntactic and semantic 
contexts, making spans and entity class assign-
ments much harder to determine.  
 
A large source of disagreement was on the treat-
ment of coordinated or listed noun phrases. In cer-
tain contexts, each entity (cities below) requires its 
own span (e.g. “Firestorms in Oklahoma. [Midwest 
City], [Lake Draper]. Some houses lost”), whereas 
in other contexts we find multiple entities per span 
(e.g. “Midwest City to evacuate between SE 15th 
and Rena and Anderson and Hiwassee also [Tur-
tlewood, Wingsong, and Oakwood additions]”).  
Equally, class assignment cannot be a mechanistic 
process or accomplished by reference to lists, as it 
is important to distinguish between cases where 
terms have been elided due to limited space and 
cases where no elision has taken place. For in-
stance, the entity “Attorney General” (as opposed 

to “Attorney General’s Office”) might be anno-
tated ‘Person’ or ‘Organization’ depending on con-
text, or simply ambiguous, i.e. lacking sufficient 
context. It is primarily these unclear cases of class 
assignment that will require careful discussion in 
the annotation guidelines and in future mappings to 
an ontology. 
 
In summary, this pilot study represents a new ap-
plication of ACE annotation practices to a uniquely 
challenging domain. We outline issues that place 
special demands on annotators and future direc-
tions for ongoing research. We are confident that 
as we refine our guidelines and provide more cues 
and examples for the annotators that the determina-
tion of spans and entity classes will improve. 
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Abstract

We describe the first release of our corpus of
97 million Twitter posts. We believe that this
data will prove valuable to researchers working
in social media, natural language processing,
large-scale data processing, and similar areas.

1 Introduction

In the recent years, the microblogging service Twit-
ter has become a popular tool for expressing opin-
ions, broadcasting news, and simply communicating
with friends. People often comment on events in
real time, with several hundred micro-blogs (tweets)
posted each second for significant events. Despite
this popularity, there still does not exist a publicly
available corpus of Twitter posts. In this paper we
describe the first such corpus collected over a period
of two months using the Twitter streaming API.1

Our corpus contains 97 million tweets, and takes up
14 GB of disk space uncompressed. The corpus is
distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike license2 and can be ob-
tained at http://demeter.inf.ed.ac.uk/. Each
tweet has the following information:

• timestamp – time (in GMT) when the tweet was
written

• anonymized username – the author of the tweet,
where the author’s original Twitter username
is replaced with an id of type userABC. We
anonymize the usernames in this way to avoid
malicious use of the data (e.g., by spammers).
Note that usernames are anonymized consis-
tently, i.e., every time user A is mentioned in
the stream, he is replaced with the same id.

1http://stream.twitter.com/
2http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/

legalcode

Table 1: N-gram statistics.

N-grams tokens unique

Unigrams 2,263,886,631 31,883,775
Bigrams 2,167,567,986 174,785,693
Trigrams 2,072,595,131 948,850,470
4-grams 1,980,386,036 1,095,417,876

• posting method – method used to publish the
tweet (e.g., web, API, some Twitter client).
Given that there are dozen of Twitter clients in
use today, we believe this information could be
very useful in determining, e.g., any differences
in content that comes through different clients.

The format of our data is very simple. Each line
has the following format:

timestamp \t username \t tweet \t client
where \t is the tab character, and client is the pro-
gram used for posting the tweet. Note that the ad-
ditional whitespaces seen above are only added for
readability, and don’t exist in the corpus.

2 Corpus statistics

We collected the corpus from a period spanning
November 11th 2009 until February 1st 2010. As was
already mentioned, the data was collected through
Twitter’s streaming API and is thus a representa-
tive sample of the entire stream. Table 1 shows the
basic n-gram statistics – note that our corpus con-
tains over 2 billion words. We made no attempt to
distinguish between English and non-English tweets,
as we believe that a multilingual stream might be of
use for various machine translation experiments.

Table 2 shows some basic statistics specific to the
Twitter stream. In particular, we give the number
of users that posted the tweets, the number of links
(URLs) in the corpus, the number of topics and the
number of replies. From the first two rows of Table 2
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Table 2: Twitter-specific statistics.

Unique Total

tweets - 96,369,326
users 9,140,015 -
links - 20,627,320
topics 1,416,967 12,588,431
replies 5,426,030 54,900,387
clients 33,860 -

Table 3: Most cited Twitter users

Username number of replies

@justinbieber 279,622
@nickjonas 95,545
@addthis 56,761
@revrunwisdom 51,203
@ 50,565
@luansantanaevc 49,106
@donniewahlberg 46,126
@eduardosurita 36,495
@fiuk 33,570
@ddlovato 32,327

we can see that the average number of tweets per user
is 10.5. Topics are defined as single word preceded by
a # symbol, and replies are single words preceded by
a @ symbol. This is the standard way Twitter users
add metadata to their posts. For topics and replies,
we give both the number of unique tokens and the
total number of tokens.

Table 3 shows a list of 10 users which received the
most replies. The more replies a user receives, more
influential we might consider him. We can see that
the two top ranking users are Justin Bieber and Nick
Jonas, two teenage pop-stars who apparently have a
big fan base on Twitter. In fact, six out of ten users
on the list are singers, suggesting that many artists
have turned to Twitter as a means of communicating
with their fans. Note also that one of the entries is
an empty username – this is probably a consequence
of mistakes people make when posting a reply.

Similarly to Table 3, Table 4 shows the ten most
popular topics in our corpus. We can see that the
most popular topics include music (#nowplaying,
#mm – music monday), jobs ads, facebook updates
(#fb), politics (#tcot – top conservatives on Twit-
ter), and random chatter (#ff – follow friday, #tiny-
chat, #fail, #formspringme). The topic #39;s is an
error in interpreting the apostrophe sign, which has
the ascii value 39 (decimal).

Table 4: Most popular topics on Twitter

Topic number of occurences

#nowplaying 255,715
#ff 220,607
#jobs 181,205
#fb 144,835
#39;s 110,150
#formspringme 85,775
#tcot 77,294
#fail 56,730
#tinychat 56,174
#mm 52,971

Figure 1: Different sources of tweets.

Figure 1 shows the ten most popular clients used
for posting to Twitter. Despite the large amount
of different Twitter clients used (over 33 thousand,
cf. Table 2), figure 1 shows that almost 80% of all the
tweets in our corpus were posted using one of the top
ten most popular clients. We can see that traditional
posting through the Twitter web site is still by far
the most popular method, while UberTwitter and
TweetDeck seem to be the next most popular choices.

3 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a corpus of almost 100
million tweets which we made available for public
use. Basic properties of the corpus are given and a
simple analysis of the most popular users and topics
revealed that Twitter is in large part used to talk
about music by communicating both with artists and
other fans. We believe that this corpus could be
a very useful resource for researchers dealing with
social media, natural language processing, or large-
scale data processing.
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Abstract

This paper describes work in progress on
labelling and spatio-temporal grounding of
news events as part of a news analysis system
that is under development.

1 Introduction: News Event Analysis

The SYNC3 project1 is developing a system that
tracks news events and related blogs. A news event
is defined like a TDT event as something that hap-
pened at a particular time and place (TDT, 2004).
It constitutes a cluster of news items which all re-
port on the same event. The system crawls news
sources and clusters incoming news items. These
clusters are then processed by a labelling and a re-
lation extraction component. The former determines
document and event-level labels and the later derives
temporal, geographic and causal relations between
events. Related blog posts are connected to news
events and analysed for sentiment. In the user in-
terface, users can search and select news events and
related blogs, add comments and interact with other
users. Users will also be able to visualise related
news events in a map interface and timeline. In this
paper, the focus is on the labelling of news events.

The input into the news event labeller is made up
of news event clusters containing one or more news
items from different sources. Each news item is fed
through a linguistic processing pipeline, including
named entity recognition, date and geo-resolution.
Each cluster is then labelled with a LABEL (a title
summarising the news event), a DESCRIPTION (the
first sentence of a document), a LOCATION (the loca-
tion where the event took place) and a DATE (the date
of the event). We first compute this information for
every news item as a document summary and then
select the most representative document summary of
the news event cluster.

1http://www.sync3.eu

1.1 News Event Label
News titles tend to be appropriate summaries of
news items and events. They are coherent phrases
or sentences that are understood by users. We there-
fore implemented variations of title labelling (Man-
ning et al., 2008) made up of document-level title
detection and cluster-level title selection. The first
step is done by iterating through the sentences of a
document and settling on a title if certain criteria are
met (e.g. number of tokens is 3 or more, sentence
does not match a set of filter strings etc.). Given all
document titles, we select as the most representative
LABEL:

1. the LABEL of the first published news item,
2. the LABEL of the news item closest to the clus-

ter centroid or
3. the LABEL with the largest ratio of terms com-

mon to all titles divided by title length
The 1st method assumes that a news item which

first reports an event is breaking news and most
interesting to users. News items following it will
provide the same or further information. The 2nd
method assumes that the news item most representa-
tive of the cluster statistically summarises the news
event best. The last method assumes that the most
succinct title with the most common vocabulary in
all titles is most informative about a news event.

1.2 News Event Location
We use the Edinburgh Geoparser (Tobin et al., 2010)
to recognise location names and ground them to the
GeoNames gazetteer.2 Besides latitudes, longitudes
and GeoNames IDs, we also assign population size
and type of location (e.g. populated place, country
etc.). Our Geoparser yields 81.2% accuracy when
evaluating on SpatialML (Mani et al., 2008). It also
compares favourably with Yahoo! Placemaker3 in an
end-to-end run.

2http://www.geonames.org
3http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/

placemaker
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We only consider locations grounded to lat/long
values as potential news item locations, therefore re-
stricting the set to more accurately recognised ones.
We select the first location in the LABEL and DE-
SCRIPTION or (if none can be found) either the first
or most frequent location in the news item. The news
item location associated with the most representative
cluster LABEL is selected as the news event location.
To allow consistency of the information, we treat all
caps locations in the DESCRIPTION of each article as
reporter locations and will investigate the percent-
age of cases in which this location is the same as,
near or different from the news event location. We
will also experiment with limiting the search space
of locations to the excerpts of a news item that are
evidence for it being part of its cluster.

1.3 News Event Date

We choose the publication date of the earliest pub-
lished news item in the cluster as the news event
date. Our linguistic processing recognises abso-
lute, relative and under-specified temporal expres-
sions (MUC-style TIMEX elements), normalises
them and grounds them to a single number repre-
sentation (the 1st of January 1 AD being 0). This
enables us to determine the day of the week, resolve
relative dates and compute temporal precedence on
a timeline. We are working towards evaluating the
performance of the temporal expression recognition
on the Timebank corpus (Pustejovsky et al., 2003).

2 Clustered News Data

We are developing our components using a static
set of clusters containing 12,547 documents from 9
different news sources (AP: 16.7%, BBC: 12.9%,
CNN: 5.2%, NYT: 9.2%, Reuters: 11.1%, Ria
Novosti: 4.9%, USA TODAY: 12.3%, WP: 6.6%
and Xinhua: 20.7%) which were crawled between
May 20th and June 3rd 2009. The clustering of these
documents changes in regular intervals. The current
release contains 7,456 clusters with an average of
1.7 news items per cluster with up to 41 news items.
2,259 clusters (30.3%) contain 2 or more news items
of which 1,091 (48.3%) contain news items from at
least 2 sources. The duration of a news event is 4
days or less (<=1 day: 85.3%, 2 days: 12.4%, 3
days: 2.0%, 4 days: 0.3%).

The Geoparser extracts 188,932 locations as-
signed with lat/longs from this data. Using the 3rd
labelling method, we currently detect a news event
location in 7,325 of 7,456 news events (98.3%). If
we only consider locations in news item LABELs and
DESCRIPTIONs this figure drops to 83%. 117 clus-
ters contain no location. An error analysis will show
if this is due to false negatives or inexplicit locations.

3 Summary and Future Work
We have presented ongoing work on news event la-
belling, with a focus on title labelling and spatio-
temporal grounding of news events, and have pre-
sented some initial statistics on development data.

We are in the process of creating gold standard
data with which we can test the performance of the
news event labelling. This will allow us to determine
the appropriateness of the news event labels as well
as the accuracy of news event locations and dates
and enable us to fine-tune the labelling process. Our
future work also includes identifying geographical,
temporal and causal relations between news events
for story detection.

Both the clustering of news into news events
and their analysis are crucial for structuring and
analysing the blogosphere accordingly, as one aim
of SYNC3 is to extract news-event-related blog
posts and identify their sentiment.
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Abstract

Tracking information flow (IFLOW) is crucial
to understanding the evolution of news sto-
ries. We present analysis and experiments for
IFLOW between company announcements and
newswire. Error analysis shows that many FPs
are annotation errors and many FNs are due
to coarse-grained document-level modelling.
Experiments show that document meta-data
features (e.g., category, length, timing) im-
prove f-scores relative to upper bound by 23%.

1 Introduction

Tracking IFLOW between primary and secondary
news sources provides insight into the contribution
of participants and the role of sources. In finance,
being alert and responsive to the nature of incoming
information (e.g., novelty, price sensitivity) is cen-
tral to successful trading (Zaheer and Zaheer, 1997).
Traders need tools that flag price-sensitive informa-
tion in a high-volume news feed. IFLOW is central to
market surveillance, where unusual market activity
(e.g., abnormal changes in trading price or volume)
is linked to explanations in the information ecosys-
tem (Milosavljevic et al., 2009).

In Australia, the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX) is the official syndicator of information that
might affect a company’s share price. Subsequently,
a variety of secondary sources (e.g., news media,
blogs, forums) repackage this information. We fo-
cus on the relationship between ASX company an-
nouncements and Reuters newswire, which filters
and aggregates the key details from company an-
nouncements in near-real time.

2 Preliminary Results

We define IFLOW for capital markets as a pair of
documents where one repeats price-sensitive infor-
mation from the other (Radford et al., 2009). Pairs
of ASX announcements and Reuters NewsScope
Archive (RNA) stories covering the same company
and released within a week of one another are man-
ually annotated for presence or absence of IFLOW.
These are used to train MEGAM (Daumé III, 2004)
maximum entropy models for identifying IFLOW.
Textual features include set-theoretic bags of word
unigrams and bigrams over the document text and
titles. Text, title and numeric token similarity scores
(Metzler et al., 2005) provide a more general no-
tion of similarity. The precision of numeric tokens is
also represented. Counts of matched sentences and
longest common sub-sequences capture longer units
of reused text. Temporal features model the news
cycle and news source responsiveness.

In development experiments (ten-fold cross vali-
dation, 30,249 ASX-RNA pairs), the system identi-
fies IFLOW pairs at 89.5% f-score (Radford et al.,
2009). In evaluation experiments (held-out test set,
1,621 ASX-RNA pairs), it achieves 76.6% f-score,
significantly better than a text-only baseline (62.5%)
and 10% less than the human upper bound (86.4%).

3 Error analysis

We engaged finance students (fourth-year or higher)
to examine the 20 false positive (FP) errors with the
highest IFLOW probabilities and the 20 false neg-
ative (FN) errors with the lowest IFLOW probabili-
ties. Table 1 shows the resulting reassessment of the
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Error Correct Incorrect Ambiguous
FP 4 (20%) 15 (75%) 1 (5%)
FN 15 (75%) 4 (20%) 1 (5%)

Table 1: Analysis of original annotation correctness.

original IFLOW annotation. For FPs, 75% were de-
termined to have been incorrectly annotated as ab-
sent of IFLOW. This is not unexpected since IFLOW

can be based on small details (e.g., ‘$2.45m profit’)
which are easily missed by annotators. This suggests
that the system’s actual precision may be higher
than 90.9%. Mis-annotation is less common for FNs
(20%). However, the proportion of DIGEST docu-
ments (those that report on multiple events) is much
higher for FNs (75% compared to 30% for FPs). It is
likely that legitimate textual similarity is lost in the
noise of the irrelevant content.

4 Document Metadata Features

We add new features that take advantage of categori-
sation information in the source metadata. These in-
clude ASX tags for price sensitivity, ASX and RNA

type tags and journalist revision comments embed-
ded in RNA stories. These features model differ-
ences in IFLOW between document types (e.g., pe-
riodic reports are more likely to be reported than a
dividend rate announcement). A feature represent-
ing the length of each ASX-RNA document is also in-
cluded. We also add detail to the temporal features,
including the day and month the announcement was
released, as well as whether the announcement and
story were released on the same day.

The metadata features lead to significantly better
f-score in development experiments (Table 2). Sub-
tractive feature analysis suggests that the document
type and length features are effective (p<0.05) but
the detailed temporal features are not. The revision
comments are borderline (p=0.051). In Table 3,
the metadata features improve the f-score by 23%
over Radford et al. (2009) with respect to the upper
bound, but the difference is not significant. The dif-
ferent precision-recall balance between experiments
is consistent with Section 3.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We have developed a dataset for IFLOW in the con-
text of financial text mining and demonstrated it is a

Features P (%) R (%) F (%)
Radford et al. (2009) 90.9 88.1 89.5
+ Metadata Features 91.1 ??89.3 ?90.2

Table 2: Precision (P), recall (R) and f-score (F) for de-
velopment experiments (?: p<0.05, ??: p<0.01).

Features P (%) R (%) F (%)
Text-only Baseline 80.0 51.3 62.5
Radford et al. (2009) 84.5 70.1 76.6
+ Metadata Features 86.3 72.6 78.9
Human Upper Bound 88.9 85.1 86.4

Table 3: P, R and F for evaluation experiments.

feasible task using simple approaches. Future work
will involve more advanced models. First, we will
consider sub-document analysis, as suggested by the
DIGEST FNs in the error analysis. This will also en-
able tools that highlight specific types of contribu-
tion (e.g., adding background context, novel anal-
ysis) within secondary sources. Furthermore, the
wider IFLOW ecosystem includes other sources (e.g.,
bloggers, forum contributors) that should be anal-
ysed for leading and lagging indicators. Finally, a
number of specific applications might serve as ex-
trinsic evaluations of the IFLOW task. These include
de-duplicating and aggregating information feeds
and automatically attributing reported content to a
source story.
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Social media gives researchers a great opportunity
to understand how the public feels and thinks about
a variety of topics, from political issues to entertain-
ment choices. While previous research has explored
the likes and dislikes of audiences, we focus on a
related but different task of detecting controversies
involving popular entities, and understanding their
causes. Intuitively, if people hotly debate an entity
in a given period of time, there is a good chance of a
controversy occurring. Consequently, we use Twit-
ter data, boosted with knowledge extracted from the
Web, as a starting approach: This paper introduces
our task, an initial method and encouraging early re-
sults.

Controversy Detection. We focus on detect-
ing controversies involving known entities in Twit-
ter data. Let a snapshot denote a triple s =
(e,∆t, tweets), where e is an entity, ∆t is a time
period and tweets is the set of tweets from the tar-
get time period which refer to the target entity.1. Let
cont(s) denote the level of controversy associated
with entity e in the context of the snapshot s. Our
task is as follows:

Task. Given an entity set E and a snapshot set
S = {(e,∆t, tweets)|e ∈ E}, compute the con-
troversy level cont(s) for each snapshot s in S and
rank S with respect to the resulting scores.

Overall Solution. Figure 1 gives an overview of
our solution. We first select the set B ⊂ S, consist-
ing of candidate snapshots that are likely to be con-
troversial (buzzy snapshots). Then, for each snap-
shot in B, we compute the controversy score cont,
by combining a timely controversy score (tcont) and
a historical controversy score (hcont).

Resources. Our method uses a sentiment lexi-
con SL (7590 terms) and a controversy lexicon CL

1We use 1-day as the time period ∆t. E.g. s=(‘Brad
Pitt’,12/11/2009,tweets)

Algorithm 0.1: CONTROVERSYDETECTION(S, Twitter)

select buzzy snapshots B ⊂ S
for s ∈ B{
tcont(s) = α ∗MixSent(s) + (1− α) ∗ Controv(s))
cont(s) = β ∗ tcont(s) + (1− β) ∗ hcont(s)

rank B on scores
return (B)

Figure 1: Controversy Detection: Overview

(750 terms). The sentiment lexicon is composed by
augmenting the set of positive and negative polarity
terms in OpinionFinder 1.5 2 (e.g. ‘love’,‘wrong’)
with terms bootstrapped from a large set of user
reviews. The controversy lexicon is compiled by
mining controversial terms (e.g. ‘trial’, ‘apology’)
from Wikipedia pages of people included in the
Wikipedia controversial topic list.

Selecting buzzy snapshots. We make the simple
assumption that if in a given time period, an entity is
discussed more than in the recent past, then a contro-
versy involving the entity is likely to occurr in that
period. We model the intuition with the score:

b(s) =
|tweetss|

(
∑

i∈prev(s,N)

|tweetsi|)/N

where tweetss is the set of tweets in the snapshot
s; and prev(s,N) is the set of snapshots referring to
the same entity of s, in N time periods previous to
s. In our experiment, we use N = 2, i.e. we focus
on two days before s. We retain as buzzy snapshots
only those with b(s) > 3.0.

Historical controversy score. The hcont score
estimates the overall controversy level of an entity
in Web data, independently of time. We consider
hcont our baseline system, to which we compare
the Twitter-based models. The score is estimated
on Web document data using the CL lexicon as fol-

2J. Wiebe, T. Wilson, and C. Cardie. 2005. Annotating ex-
pressions of opinions and emotions in language. In Language
Resources and Evaluation.
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lows: hcont(e) = k/|CL|, where k is the number of
controversy terms t′ s.t. PMI(e, t′) > A3.

Timely controversy score. tcont estimates the
controversy of an entity by analyzing the discussion
among Twitter’s users in a given time period, i.e. in
a given snapshot. It is a linear combination (tuned
with α ∈ [0, 1]) of two scores:
MixSent(s): reflects the relative disagreement
about the entity in the Twitter data from snapshot
s. First, each of the N tweets in s is placed in one of
the following sets: Positive (Pos), Negative (Neg),
Neutral (Neu), based on the number of positive and
negative SL terms in the tweet. MixSent is com-
puted as:

MixSent(s) =
Min(|Pos|, |Neg|)
Max(|Pos)|, |Neg|) ×

|Pos|+ |Neg|
N

Controv(s): this score reflects the presence of
explicit controversy terms in tweets. It is computed
as: Controv(s) = |ctv|/N , where ctv is the set of
tweets in s which contain at least one controversy
term from CL.

Overall controversy score. The overall score
is a linear combination of the timely and historical
scores: cont(s) = β∗tcont(s)+(1−β)∗hcont(s),
where β ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter.

Experimental Results
We evaluate our model on the task of ranking snap-
shots according to their controversy level. Our cor-
pus is a large set of Twitter data from Jul-2009 to
Feb-2010. The set of entities E is composed of
104,713 celebrity names scraped from Wikipedia
for the Actor, Athlete, Politician and Musician cat-
egories. The overall size of S amounts to 661,226
(we consider only snapshots with a minimum of 10
tweets). The number of buzzy snapshots in B is
30,451. For evaluation, we use a gold standard of
120 snapshots randomly sampled from B, and man-
ually annotated as controversial or not-controversial
by two expert annotators (detailed guidelines will be
presented at the workshop). Kappa-agreement be-
tween the annotators, estimated on a subset of 20
snapshots, is 0.89 (‘almost perfect’ agreement). We
experiment with different α and β values, as re-
ported in Table 1, in order to discern the value of
final score components. We use Average Precision

3PMI is computed based on the co-occurrences of entities
and terms in Web documents; here we use A = 2.

Model α β AP AROC
hcont (baseline) 0.0 0.0 0.614 0.581
tcont-MixSent 1.0 1.0 0.651 0.642
tcont-Controv 0.0 1.0 0.614 0.611
tcont-combined 0.5 1.0 0.637 0.642
cont 0.5 0.5 0.628 0.646
cont 0.8 0.8 0.643 0.642
cont 1.0 0.5 0.660 0.662

Table 1: Controversial Snapshot Detection: results over
different model parametrizations

(AP), and the area under the ROC curve (AROC) as
our evaluation measures.

The results in Table 1 show that all Twitter-based
models perform better than the Web-based baseline.
The most effective basic model is MixSent, sug-
gesting that the presence of mixed polarity sentiment
terms in a snapshot is a good indicator of contro-
versy. For example, ‘Claudia Jordan’ appears in a
snapshot with a mix of positive and negative terms
-in a debate about a red carpet appearance- but the
hcont and Controv scores are low as there is no
record of historical controversy or explicit contro-
versy terms in the target tweets. Best overall per-
formance is achieved by a mixed model combining
the hcont and theMixSent score (last row in Table
label 1). There are indeed cases in which the evi-
dence from MixSent is not enough - e.g., a snap-
shot discussing ‘Jesse Jackson’ ’s appearance on a
tv show lacks common positive or negative terms,
but reflects users’ confusion nevertheless; however,
‘Jesse Jackson’ has a high historical controversy
score, which leads our combined model to correctly
assign a high controversy score to the snapshot. In-
terestingly, most controversies in the gold standard
refer to micro-events (e.g., tv show, award show or
athletic event appearances), rather than more tradi-
tional controversial events found in news streams
(e.g., speeches about climate change, controversial
movie releases, etc.); this further strengthens the
case that Twitter is a complementary information
source wrt news corpora.

We plan to follow up on this very preliminary
investigation by improving our Twitter-based sen-
timent detection, incorporating blog and news data
and generalizing our controversy model (e.g., dis-
covering the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ of a controversy,
and tracking common controversial behaviors of en-
tities over time).
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